Aims. This work is a follow-up of a recent article by Ercolano et al. that shows that, in some cases, the spatial dispersion of the ionizing stars in a given nebula may significantly affect its emission spectrum. The authors found that the dispersion of the ionizing stars is accompanied by a decrease in the ionization parameter, which at least partly explains the variations in the nebular spectrum. However, they did not research how other effects associated to the dispersion of the stars may contribute to those variations. Furthermore, they made use of a unique and simplified set of stellar populations. The scope of the present article is to assess whether the variation in the ionization parameter is the dominant effect in the dependence of the nebular spectrum on the distribution of its ionizing stars. We examined this possibility for various regimes of metallicity and age. We also investigated a way to model the distribution of the ionizing sources so as to bypass expensive calculations. Methods. We wrote a code able to generate random stellar populations and to compute the emission spectra of their associated nebulae through the widespread photoionization code cloudy. This code can process two kinds of spatial distributions of the stars: one where all the stars are concentrated at one point, and one where their separation is such that their Strömgren spheres do not overlap. Results. We found that, in most regimes of stellar population ages and gas metallicities, the dependence of the ionization parameter on the distribution of the stars is the dominant factor in the variation of the main nebular diagnostics with this distribution. We derived a method to mimic those effects with a single calculation that makes use of the common assumptions of a central source and a spherical nebula, in the case of constant density objects. This represents a computation time saving by a factor of at least several dozen in the case of H ii regions ionized by massive clusters.
Introduction
So far, H ii regions have been the most popular tracers of chemical elements in galaxies ranging from the Galaxy to high-redshift objects. Their highly contrasted emission lines and the supposedly simple physical processes that govern them make it easy to derive their chemical composition from spectroscopic observations. Particularly, several methods have been developed to determine the heavy element content of those objects using only the strongest lines, so that chemical composition measurements can be applied to large surveys and faint galaxies. These empirical methods are calibrated on well-observed H ii regions in which the temperature could be inferred from faint lines. Hence, for the strong-line methods to be reliable, it is important to fully understand the physics of H ii regions, especially their temperature and excitation structure. This purpose can be achieved only by analyzing well-observed H ii regions with detailed models.
A complication arises from the fact that, historically, nearly all the models of ionized nebulae have assumed plane-parallel or spherical symmetry of the gas, with the excitation source being respectively plane or punctual. This strong simplification is needed to make carrying out numerical models with common computational resources possible. However, it is evident from images that the vast majority of H ii regions are highly asymmetric, meaning that simple geometries of the gas are unrealistic in their description. Moreover, when the ionizing source of an H ii region is composed of various stars, the latter are most often distributed inside the ionized gas (see, e.g., NGC 2363: Drissen et al. 2000) , so plane or point-like sources are not realistic descriptions either. More sophisticated codes, and in particular fully three-dimensional ones like mocassin (Ercolano 2003) , are able to treat asymmetric nebulae but require computational power that was long inaccessible and is still very high even by today's standards. Hence, it is important to assess the impact of the usual simplifications on the geometry of H ii regions on the prediction of the global properties of these objects, in particular the relative intensities of the emission lines.
Recently, Ercolano et al. (2007, hereafter EBS07) have explored the effects of the distribution of the ionizing stars in model nebulae. They considered very simple examples where the stellar population consisted of stars with two possible masses and where the nebula was either a full sphere or a shell, with a unique hydrogen density. They found significant differences in the emission line diagnostics between the cases where all the stars are concentrated in the center of the nebula and where they are distributed in such a way that their Strömgren spheres hardly overlap. They state that those differences arise at least partly from the dependence of the ionization parameter on the distribution of the stars. Nonetheless, other causes may also intervene, in particular the difference in the shape of the ionizing spectrum of the different stars. The purpose of the present article is to assess the relative importance of the ionization parameter in the effects noticed by EBS07 and to propose a simple way to model them, considering ranges of metallicities and stellar population ages representative of H ii regions.
In Sect. 2, we describe our models. In Sect. 3, we analyze models in which the stellar populations are comparable to those Article published by EDP Sciences of EBS07 and propose a simple way to evaluate the impact of the dispersion of the stars on the properties of the ionized gas. In Sect. 4, we check whether this solution still stands when realistic clusters of various ages are considered. We find satisfying results except for the case of evolved clusters ionizing very metal-rich nebulae. In Sect. 5, we discuss the reasons for this peculiar failure. In Sect. 6, we propose some hints for generalizing our approach to different stellar distributions. Finally, we give our conclusions in Sect. 7.
The models

Ionized gas and geometry
We computed our models of ionized nebulae with version 07.02.01 of cloudy (Ferland et al. 1998) . We considered only full spheres of gas with constant hydrogen density. We chose an outer radius large enough to ensure the nebulae were ionization-bounded, the effective stop criterion being an H + /H abundance ratio lower than 10%. The solar values were taken from Grevesse & Sauval (1998) , except for C/H (Allende Prieto et al. 2002) , N/H (Holweger 2001) , O/H (Allende Prieto et al. 2001) , and Fe/H (Asplund 2000) . We calculated the abundances at other metallicities by considering the dependence of the abundance ratios on O/H as published by Izotov et al. (2006) , but using the solar values as zeropoints.
Regarding the distribution of the ionizing stars, we considered two cases: the one where all the stars are concentrated in the center of the nebula (this is the assumption of nearly all the models of nebulae carried out so far) and the one where the stars are separated in such a way that their Strömgren spheres do not overlap (the nebula is in fact an ensemble of separate H ii regions, each ionized by one star). Those two configurations are equivalent to the CSp and FSp ones of EBS07, respectively; we will keep this denomination in what follows. EBS07 also computed models with an intermediate distribution of the ionizing stars (which they called HSp); this case cannot be treated with a 1D code so we did not examine it.
Stellar clusters
We considered two kinds of stellar content for the models. The first is the one used by EBS07, i.e. a population made of 1 Ma old stars whose initial masses are 37 and 56 M , each mass represented by the number of stars needed to produce an ionizing photon rate Q(H 0 ) = 1.9 × 10 50 s −1 . The authors chose those masses to maximize the effects of the distribution of the stars. The second kind of stellar population, more realistic, consists of random stellar clusters. In this case, for a given cluster of metallicity Z and age τ, we drew the initial masses of N stars using the Salpeter IMF (1955) as the probability law in the range 1 M −M max , where M max is the maximum initial mass possible for a star at the adopted age and metallicity. The number N was chosen to match the average one expected for a cluster of a total initial mass of 10 4 M . Whichever the kind of stellar content treated, we converted the initial masses to bolometric luminosities L bol , effective temperatures T eff , surface gravities g, and stellar types using the Geneva evolutionary tracks with enhanced mass losses (Meynet et al. 1994) . These tracks are available for five metallicities: Z/Z = 0.05, 0.2, 0.4, 1, and 2, with a solar metallicity Z = 0.02 for this case.
We computed the model spectra of the stars as follows. We used the stellar atmospheres of Hillier & Miller (1998) for Wolf-Rayet stars (WR), Pauldrach et al. (2001) for very hot non-WR stars, and Lejeune et al. (1997) for cooler stars. The assignment of the atmosphere grids to the stars was executed the same way as was implemented by Smith et al. (2002) in starburst99 (Leitherer et al. 1999) . For each star, we performed a bilinear interpolation of log R(ν; T eff , g) in the (log T eff , log g) plane, where R(ν; T eff , g) is the ratio between the model spectrum at a given position of this plane and the blackbody spectrum at the same temperature and normalized to the same rate Q(H 0 ) of ionizing photons. Finally, the spectrum for the considered star was obtained by multiplying the interpolated function R(ν; T eff , g) by the blackbody emission calculated at the corresponding temperature and by normalizing the resulting spectrum to match the bolometric luminosity of the star.
Among the stars drawn in a simulation (for the case of a random cluster), not all produce a significant number of ionizing photons. Hence, in a given cluster, we only kept the brightest stars in the Lyman continuum, limiting the sample to stars emitting 99% of the ionizing photons of the cluster together. Depending on the age and metallicity chosen, the number of stars selected varied from ∼50 to ∼90.
Manipulation of the ionizing parameter
Since we were interested in studying the impact of the ionization parameter U on the properties of our model nebulae, we performed modifications to the input parameters so as to manipulate its value. If we neglect the dependence of the hydrogen recombination coefficient on the temperature, the Strömgren radius R S is related to the ionizing photon rate Q(H 0 ), the hydrogen density N H , and the filling factor by
. It is clear that, among the three parameters U depends on, N H could not be modified because some important nebular lines are sensitive to its value, because of their low critical densities. In the case where U must be increased, changing the filling factor may lead to values > 1, which is unphysical and not accepted by cloudy. Thus, our only possibility of manipulating U was to tune Q(H 0 ) adequately. However, this supposed an artificial alteration of the line luminosities and of the ionized volume, in proportion to Q(H 0 ). In the case of the FSp models, it was important to correct the data for this effect, so as to preserve the relative size and luminosity of each individual H ii region. Hence, to multiply the ionization parameter by a certain coefficient K for a nebula, we multiplied the spectrum of the ionizing source by K 3 and then divided the output line luminosities and other volume-integrated data by K 3 . We checked that this manoeuvre did not cause significant errors (e.g., the Hβ line luminosity was altered by <1%).
Models with simple stellar contents
We first investigated models similar to those of EBS07, i.e. with the following parameters: 37 and 56 M ionizing stars (see Sect. 2.2) and hydrogen density N H = 100 cm −3 . However, in contrast to EBS07, we adopted a filling factor = 0.1, more realistic than = 1 to describe H ii regions.
Along with the CSp and FSp models, we computed models similar to the ones in FSp but with modified stellar spectra to match the ionization parameter of the CSp models, following the method described in Sect. 2.3. We designate those models Garnett et al. (1997 ), van Zee et al. (1998 , Bresolin et al. (1999 Bresolin et al. ( , 2004 Bresolin et al. ( , 2005 , Kennicutt et al. (2003) , and Izotov et al. (2006) .
MFSp. The scope of these additional computations was to assess whether the dominant effect of the spatial distribution of the stars was the change in the ionization parameter.
Results
A comparison between the CSp, FSp, MFSp models is shown in Fig. 1 
where X is the ion considered, N X its local density, N e that of the electrons, and T e the local electron temperature. We found that, while the temperature discrepancy between the CSp and FSp models reaches up to 8%, it is always less than 1% between the CSp and MFSp cases. This indicates that the variation in the relative intensity of the optical lines with the distribution of the ionizing stars is widely dominated by the variation in U. The contribution of other effects, such as the star-to-star variation in the hardness of the ionizing radiation field, appears to be negligible. This result suggests the possibility of modeling the effects of the spatial distribution of the stars in a way that does not require a detailed calculation of what occurs around each of those sources. This is what we look into in the next section.
A simple approximation to the FSp models
As we saw in Sect. 2.3, if we preserve the density and filling factor of a nebula, then we can write the ionization parameter as 
with
We carried out new calculations with a central source whose spectrum has the same shape as for the total cluster but is normalized to match Q F (H 0 ). Note that since U F < U C , an equivalent operation would have been to multiply the filling factor by (Q F (H 0 )/Q tot (H 0 )) 1/2 , which is less than 1. We call these new models "MCSp". At Z ≤ Z , the agreement between the FSp and MCSp models is excellent. At Z = 2 Z , there is greater discrepancy in the intensity of the oxygen lines: the [O ii]/Hβ and [O iii]/Hβ are larger for FSp models than for MCSp ones by 0.05 and 0.13 dex, respectively. However, the discrepancy for the other lines is less than 0.1 dex.
It appears that, at least within the simple assumptions used in this section (simplified stellar population, constant gas density), tuning the ionization parameter through Q tot (H 0 ) is sufficient for modeling the effects of the spatial distribution of the ionizing stars quite accurately. This procedure has the significant advantage of requiring only one numerical 1D model, hence representing a huge gain in time over the detailed computation of an FSp model.
Models with realistic stellar contents
In the previous section, we explored the effects of the spatial distribution of the ionizing stars making use of a simple stellar content. It is important to check whether the conclusions of this first approach are still valid if we consider physically realistic stellar clusters, with randomly sampled IMF and ages that are not necessarily as low as 1 Ma. Consequently, we computed new models of nebulae ionized by random clusters (see Sect. 2.2). We considered two gas densities, N H = 10 and 100 cm −3 , and two ages, 1 and 4 Ma, while we adopted = 0.1 in all cases. These two ages were selected because, whereas 1 Ma clusters contain almost exclusively main-sequence (MS) stars, the proportion of post-MS stars and, in particular, of WR ones is significant in 4 Ma old populations. For each age and density, we drew 5 clusters and computed the corresponding CSp, FSp, and MCSp models.
For computational reasons, we used models of moderately massive clusters (with an initial mass of 10 4 M ). Many giant H ii regions are ionized by more massive populations (e.g., NGC 604: González Delgado & Pérez 2000) . On average, the ratio Q tot (H 0 )/Q F (H 0 ) for a given cluster is proportional to the number of ionizing stars it contains hence to its mass M tot (the exact ratio depends on how the IMF is sampled and on the evolutionary state of the cluster). The ratio U C /U F is therefore proportional to M 1/3 tot . Thus, in many cases, the observational properties of giant H ii regions will be more sensitive to the distribution of their ionizing stars than our models are.
Results
In Figs. 2 and 3 , we show the results for N H = 100 cm −3 and the 1 and 4 Ma clusters, respectively. We do not show the results for N H = 10 cm −3 because they are similar to those obtained with N H = 100 cm −3 except for a global shift in the emissionline diagnostics, so the comparison between the CSp, FSp, and MCSp models yields the same conclusions at both densities.
In the case of 1 Ma clusters, the agreement between the FSp and MCSp models is excellent at Z ≤ Z . At Z = 2 Z , the discrepancy between both models is slightly larger; however, it does not exceed 0.10 dex for the diagnostics shown in Fig. 2 . In the case of 4 Ma clusters, the situation is not that satisfying. Although the FSp and MCSp closely match again at Z ≤ Z , they deviate much from each other at Z = 2 Z , at least regarding the [O iii]/Hβ and [O ii]/[O iii] line ratios. From one simulation to another, the line ratios for both kinds of models tend to shift in the same way, so random variations between the different simulations are not sufficient to explain this discrepancy. Hence, it appears that under certain conditions of age and metallicity, the ionization parameter is not the only important factor in the effects of the dispersion of the ionizing sources, meaning that tuning Q tot (H 0 ) is not a satisfactory solution when modeling those effects.
The FSp/MCSp discrepancy at high ages and metallicities
As we saw in the previous section, the discrepancy observed between the FSp and MCSp models is significant only when both the age and the metallicity of the model objects are high. In this section, we briefly investigate the reasons for this peculiar behavior. First, let us examine the variety of ionizing continua of the stars in clusters of different ages and metallicities. Given that we used a Salpeter (1955) IMF, the stars that on average dominate the ionizing flux are those associated to higher values of the following functional:
where M is the initial mass of a given star of age τ and metallicity Z, and Q(H 0 ; M; τ, Z) its ionizing photon rate. It is also known that, in a pure hydrogen nebula, the energy gain provided by the ionizing source is proportional to the effective temperature of its Lyman continuum:
where hν 0 is the hydrogen ionization threshold and a ν the hydrogen ionization cross-section at frequency ν. For this reason, we expect that FSp and MCSp models will strongly differ only if stars with high values of Q IMF (H 0 ; M; τ, Z) show a wide range of temperatures T eff (LyC). In Fig. 4 , we show the (T eff (LyC), Q IMF (H 0 )) isochrones computed for 1 Ma and 4 Ma populations with a metallicity of 0.4 Z . The diagrams at other metallicities are similar to those. As expected, the stars that dominate the ionizing flux show a wider variety of Lyman continua at 4 Ma than at 1 Ma. This explains that the ionization parameter plays the dominant role in the effects of dispersion of the stars in barely evolved clusters. However, physical processes inside the ionized gas are required to explain why the MCSp models only fail to match the FSp ones at high metallicities.
By checking the FSp and MCSp models in detail, we found that their excitation states are very similar (e.g., the O ++ /O + abundance ratio differs by less than 15% between both cases); however, at the very high metallicity of 2 Z , the abundance of O ++ , an efficient cooling agent in nebulae, is such that the small variation in its abundance between the FSp and MCSp models causes the temperature T 0 (O ++ ) to vary significantly. This, together with the high sensitivity of the emissivity of the optical [O iii] doublet to the temperature in the range considered (T 0 (O ++ ) < 3000 K), accounts for the FSp/MCSp discrepancy. Although the FSp/MCSp mismatch analyzed in this section is large, it must be noted that the corresponding models all strongly differ from the comparison data of the surveys we used in this work (see Fig. 3 ). Unless these surveys are significantly incomplete, our approach to model H ii regions with fully distributed ionizing sources therefore applies closely to all observable regimes of age and metallicity.
Generalization to other stellar distributions
Despite our success in mimicking the effects of the dispersion of the stars in nebulae with simple models, one should bear in mind the limitations of our work. In particular, we only processed two extreme distributions of the ionizing stars: one where they are all located at one same point, and another where they are separated by distances such that their Strömgren spheres do not overlap.
In the case of a nebula where the Strömgren spheres of its ionizing stars partially overlap, it is probable that adequately tuning the ionization parameter is still a good approximation for treating the distribution of the stars in most cases. However, determining how the average ionization parameter of an H ii region depends on the distribution of the stars is a difficult task that may only be solvable through fully three-dimensional modeling. A peculiar case is the one where the distribution of the stars is unknown, e.g. due to the lack of angular resolution. Then, the ionization parameter U used to mimic this distribution becomes a free parameter that should fall within the U F −U C interval. The values of both U F and U C depend on the stellar content of the object considered and on the filling factor (see Sect. 2.3). That is, the uncertainty in models of H ii regions induced by an unknown distribution of their ionizing stars may be treated by giving some specific margin to the parameters Q tot (H 0 ) and .
Conclusions
As stated by EBS07, that the ionizing stars of an H ii region are spatially dispersed can cause, at least in some cases, its properties to differ quite much from what they would be if all the stars were concentrated in its center. However, they did not study this issue in detail and limited their work to "toy" models of stellar populations. We aimed at assessing whether their conclusions apply to real H ii regions of different ages and metallicities. In particular, we were interested in evaluating the importance of the ionization parameter in the way the properties of nebulae depend on the geometry of their ionizing sources. This study was necessary for establishing a technique able to quantify this dependence without requiring heavy calculations. With this in mind, we ran a series of models using the widespread cloudy code, assuming a simple geometry for the ionized gas and two possible distributions of the stars. We found that, in most cases, the variations in the ionization parameter play the dominant role in the differences observed in the nebular diagnostics between the different distributions of the stars. We derived a practical solution to model nebulae where the Strömgren spheres of the stars do not overlap: performing a calculation where the ionizing population remains concentrated in one point but where its absolute spectrum is adequately renormalized. This procedure has the enormous advantage of avoiding any sophisticated modeling, hence saving much computation time (by a factor equal to the number of ionizing stars considered for a given nebula). Moreover, we found only a marginal situation where this solution fails: that of evolved stellar populations (whose ionizing flux is dominated by very different kinds of stars) that ionize a very metal-rich gas cloud. The corresponding models stand far away from the comparative observations we considered, which minimizes the practical importance of this failure. An important limit to our approach is that we only considered the two extremes of the possible distributions of the ionizing stars in nebulae: that where all the stars are concentrated in one point and that where each star ionizes a separate part of the available gas. The precise treatment of intermediate distributions is difficult and may be carried out only with fully threedimensional codes. However, when the distribution of the stars is unknown, it induces an uncertainty in the ionization models that can be easily treated by manipulating the input parameters that are the ionizing rate of the source and the filling factor.
Finally, we only examined models of full sphere nebulae with constant density. Although the generalization to constant density shells should be easy (provided the models with concentrated or distributed stars are well-defined), treating nebulae with spatially variable density cannot be achieved with simple onedimensional models, since the ionization conditions of each part of a given nebula will depend on the exact position of its ionizing stars. However, our procedure for mimicking the distribution of the ionizing sources may be used as a rough approximation.
